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The Role of Spike Timing
in the Coding of Stimulus Location
in Rat Somatosensory Cortex
spikes—once assumed to be too variable to support
robust computation—can represent the time structure
of rapidly varying stimuli, such as movement within a
visual scene, with remarkable accuracy (Bialek et al.,
1991; Rieke et al., 1997; Ruyter van Steveninck et al.,
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Ridley Building 1997; Borst and Theunissen, 1999; Ahissar et al., 2000).
Although it should not be surprising that the timingUniversity of Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 7RU of individual spikes is important for coding a stimulus
defined by its temporal structure, it would be more re-United Kingdom
†Cognitive Neuroscience Sector markable if spike timing were also to code spatial as-
pects of stimuli. Spatial features, stationary on a shortInternational School for Advanced Studies
Via Beirut 2/4 time scale, constitute an essential part of the sur-
rounding world. The present paper asks whether spike34014 Trieste
Italy timing in the rat somatosensory cortex contributes to
the coding of a nontemporal property, the location of a‡Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Center for Neural Science stimulus applied to a single whisker.
Neurons in the rat primary somatosensory cortex typi-New York University
4 Washington Place cally have multiwhisker receptive fields, one principal
whisker evoking the strongest response and otherNew York, New York 10003
§Laboratory of Systems Neuroscience whiskers evoking weaker responses (Welker, 1971; Si-
mons, 1978; Armstrong-James and Fox, 1987). PrincipalNational Institutes of Health Animal Center
P.O. Box 608 whisker stimulation tends to evoke spikes a few millisec-
onds earlier than does surround whisker stimulationPoolesville, Maryland 20837
(Armstrong-James and Fox, 1987; Armstrong-James et
al., 1992). From these well-documented facts, intuition
dictates that spike count and spike timing both carrySummary
information about stimulus location. However, their rela-
tive importance is unknown and can be determined onlyAlthough the timing of single spikes is known to code
for time-varying features of a sensory stimulus, it re- by a quantification of the information they contribute.
Moreover, intuition is of no value in speculating aboutmains unclear whether time is also exploited in the
neuronal coding of the spatial structure of the environ- the information contained in single spikes as compared
to that in complex temporal spike patterns. In this paper,ment, where nontemporal stimulus features are funda-
mental. This report demonstrates that, in the whisker we show that many cells contain information in spike
timing beyond that present in the total spike count. Therepresentation of rat cortex, precise spike timing of
single neurons increases the information transmitted response variable carrying most of this extra information
is the time of the first spike following each whisker de-about stimulus location by 44%, compared to that
transmitted only by the total number of spikes. Crucial flection; patterns within each spike train play a less im-
portant role. Thus, the timing of single spikes in the ratto this code is the timing of the first spike after whisker
movement. Complex, single neuron spike patterns somatosensory cortex contributes to the coding of
a spatial, behaviorally relevant feature of peripheralplay a smaller, synergistic role. Timing permits very
few spikes to transmit high quantities of information events.
about a behaviorally significant, spatial stimulus.
Results
Introduction
Distinguishing between “Spike Count” and “Spike
The most common approach to analyzing how neurons Timing” Codes
represent peripheral stimuli has been to compare the We analyzed 106 single cells recorded from barrel-col-
number of spikes emitted during a selected epoch after umn D2 in somatosensory cortex of urethane-anesthe-
the presentation of many different stimuli. Total spike tized rats. We stimulated vibrissae C1–3, D1–3, and E1–3 one
counts typically vary across a stimulus set, such that at a time to permit an analysis of how single cells encode
spike count coding affords some degree of discrimina- stimulus location. The simplest hypothesis is that stimu-
bility concerning which stimulus has occurred (Adrian, lus site is encoded purely by the total number of spikes
1926; Werner and Mountcastle, 1965; Tolhurst et al., fired in some poststimulus time window that is long
1983; Tolhurst, 1989; Britten et al., 1992; Tovee et al., compared to the typical interspike interval—spike count
1993; Petersen and Diamond, 2000). On the other hand, coding. This idea was tested by determining whether
recent studies have revealed that the timing of individual additional information was transmitted by spike time
coding—either fast modulation in firing rate (Bialek et
al., 1991) or repeated occurrence of precise sequencesk To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: diamond@
sissa.it). of spikes (Abeles et al., 1993).
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Figure 1. Coding by Spike Timing versus Spike Count
(A) Example of a neuron where all the information was in the spike count. PSTHs for each of the nine whisker stimuli are shown on the left.
The mutual information between the stimulus set and neuronal response is shown on the right as a function of time after stimulus onset.
Information in spike timing (solid line) and spike count (dotted line) were computed using the corresponding series expansions described in
Experimental Procedures.
(B) A neuron for which there was significant information in spike timing. PSTHs and mutual information plotted as for (A).
We used an information theoretic method (Panzeri et size Dt and the response was a binary “word” of length
T/Dt. The overall contribution of temporal coding wasal., 1999; Panzeri and Schultz, 2000) that separates the
contributions from the different types of neural coding evaluated as the difference between the two information
measures. Different values of Dt (from 20 to 2.5 ms) were(see Experimental Procedures). The richness of possible
spike patterns (and thus the complexity of possible neu- considered when evaluating the spike time information.
Furthermore, by considering individually the terms dueral codes) increases rapidly with the number of spikes
emitted on each stimulus trial. Conversely, low firing to the PSTH and those due to spike time correlations,
we assessed whether temporal encoding was due torates limit the potential coding complexity. Typical spike
counts for barrel cortical neurons are just 0–3 spikes/ firing rate modulation or complex spike patterns.
whisker deflection. This allows the information to be well
approximated by a series expansion that depends only Comparison of Information Transmitted by Spike
Timing versus Total Spike Counton the time-varying firing rate (conventionally illustrated
as the poststimulus time histogram, PSTH) and the pair- Examples of two cells are shown in Figure 1. At the left,
PSTHs to deflection of each of the nine whiskers (50wise correlation between spike times (Panzeri et al.,
1999; Panzeri and Schultz, 2000). trials per whisker) are shown. One of the cells (Figure
1A) displayed a strong response to its principal whiskerWe computed both the information contained in the
spike counts and that in the spike times with the series and very weak responses to its nonprincipal ones, apart
from D3 (left panel). Hence, essentially all the informationexpansion approach. All analyses were based on a
poststimulus time window 0–T. Results were computed about stimulus location was transmitted simply by the
total spike count (right panel, dotted line), and there wasas a function of the window size T and thus reveal the
information accumulated from time 0 to time T. For spike no extra benefit from spike timing (solid line).
The second cell (Figure 1B) represented stimulus loca-count coding, the “response” on each trial was simply
the number of spikes occurring in the time window. For tion in a different way. Here, the temporal structure of
the PSTH differed among stimuli: whisker D2 evokedspike time coding, the window was broken into bins of
Stimulus Coding by Spike Timing
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Figure 2. Variability in Coding Type across
Cells
(A) Information in spike count is plotted ver-
sus the additional information in spike timing
for each of the 106 neurons. The gray square
indicates the mean values across cells. Histo-
grams are shown on the respective axes.
(B) Average of the mutual information func-
tions shown in Figure 1B across cells: spike
timing (solid line) and spike count (dotted
line). The bars denote SEM.
spikes earlier than E2/D3, which evoked spikes earlier over all nine stimulus sites, a second issue of interest
is how well each particular whisker is represented in thethan whiskers C2/C1. At 10 ms poststimulus, there was
equal information in spike count and spike timing (right spikes of a neuron in barrel-column D2. To answer this,
we measured the “stimulus-specific information,” whichpanel), because only whisker D2 had evoked a response
by then (left panel). At 40 ms, however, other whiskers reports how much the response to a given whisker dif-
fers from the average response across all whiskersresponded with a similar number of spikes, so the dis-
criminability from the spike count code was lost. In con- (Equation 2 of Experimental Procedures). Figure 3A
shows that, for neurons in barrel-column D2, the besttrast, discriminability was preserved in the spike timing
code: from 20–30 ms onward there was much more encoded stimulus was the principal whisker D2, both
when spike count (black bars) and spike timing (grayinformation in spike timing (solid line) than in the total
spike count (dotted line). bars) were considered. In other words, neurons in barrel-
column D2 best reported whether or not the stimulusThese results show that spike timing can be important
for stimulus localization. How typical is the role of spike site matched the principal whisker. If the stimulus site
was not D2, individual neurons in barrel-column D2 pro-timing across the whole population of sampled neurons?
Figure 2A is a plot for all cells of the spike count informa- vided a much less effective encoding of which other
whisker might have been deflected. This condition cantion versus the additional information in spike timing,
both computed for the period 0–40 ms poststimulus
onset at 5 ms resolution. The gray square indicates the
mean values: 0.12 6 0.01 (mean 6 SEM) bits for spike
count information and 0.05 6 0.01 bits for the additional
information in timing. Note that there was little correla-
tion at the population level between spike count informa-
tion and the additional information in spike timing (Pear-
son correlation coefficient 20.1).
The time course of information (averaged over cells)
is shown in Figure 2B. Early in the response (0–10 ms
poststimulus onset), the spike count provided almost
as much information (90% on average) as spike timing.
Later, however, there was a significant advantage for
the timing code. Whereas spike timing information con-
tinued to increase gradually, spike count information
saturated. Indeed, at longer time windows (data not
shown), spike count information actually decreased.
This occurred for two reasons. First, for cells like that
shown in Figure 1B, the essential temporal structure of
the PSTH could not be reduced simply to counting
spikes (see Panzeri and Schultz, 2000). Second, since
the evoked response was transient (,50 ms), in long
time windows, the spike count signal was degraded by
“spontaneous” firing. At 40 ms, spike timing provided
44% more information than did total spike count. Figure 3. Stimulus-Specific Encoding
(A) Specific information about each stimulus location, averaged over
all 106 cells, was computed for both spike timing (gray) and spikeInformation Transmitted about Each Stimulus
count (black) at 0–40 ms post stimulus onset, as described in Experi-
Whisker D2 is located in the center of a 3 3 3 array made mental Procedures.
up of whiskers C1-C2-C3, D1-D2-D3, and E1-E2-E3. While (B) Mean firing rate for the same time interval, averaged over the
same cells.the preceding section refers to the information averaged
Neuron
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is decreased, timing must be precise on the scale of the
smaller bin size. Using a single, 20 ms bin, the average
information across all 106 sampled neurons was 0.10 6
0.006 bits. Reducing bin size to 10 ms, the information
present in the 0–20 ms interval increased to 0.14 6 0.008
bits. Further reductions of bin size to 5 ms and finally
to 2.5 ms yielded additional increases in information to
0.146 6 0.008 and 0.154 6 0.008 bits over the 0–20 ms
poststimulus interval, respectively. The shortest bin that
could be robustly estimated was 2.5 ms. Hence, the
precision of the code was at least 2.5 ms.
How was such high precision generated? The critical
factor was that the latency difference between the re-
sponse to whisker D2 and that to surrounding whiskersFigure 4. Precision of the Timing Code
“survived” the trial-to-trial variability in first spike time.
Mutual information in spike timing, using the series expansion The average latency to D2 deflection was 10 ms, whereasmethod, was computed for the interval 0–20 ms relative to stimulus
that to surround deflection was 14 ms, consistent withonset for various time bin sizes. The values plotted here are bits in
Armstrong-James et al. (1992). Following D2 deflection,the total 0–20 ms poststimulus interval, averaged over all 106 cells.
Bars denote SEM. the standard deviation of the first spike time across trials
(i.e., the jitter) was just 2.6 6 0.3 ms. Therefore, the
reliability of first spike timing was sufficient to support
be understood by considering the number of spikes reliable temporal coding of stimulus location based on
evoked by each stimulus (Figure 3B). Whisker D2 evoked latency differences.
a large response, well differentiated from that of the
other whiskers. The latter evoked smaller responses
which were less discriminable from one another (for Nature of the Temporal Code
Thus, spike timing, and not merely total spike count,the receptive field structure of barrel D2 neurons, see
Armstrong-James et al., 1994). The stimulus-specific conveys information about whisker location. Next, we
consider the nature of the temporal coding. The simplestinformation added by spike timing was greatest about
principal whisker stimulation, contributing 0.19 stimu- temporal code is one where stimuli are distinguished by
different temporal profiles of firing rate modulation. Ratelus-specific bits when the stimulus site was D2 and an
average of 0.04 bits when the stimulus site was a sur- modulation coding is present whenever the profile of
the PSTH differs across stimuli (Figure 1B) and can inrounding whisker. Thirty-eight percent of the extra mu-
tual information contributed by timing was specific to fact carry information even in the absence of total spike
count differences: the areas of the PSTHs can be equalthe principal whisker.
but their profiles different. If the spike times are indepen-
dent given the time-dependent firing rate, then the PSTHPrecision of Spike Timing
What degree of precision underlies the spike timing is a complete description of the response. In contrast,
if spike times are not independent, more complex typescode? To answer this question, we varied the resolution
at which the spike times were binned and computed of temporal coding are possible. To uncover complex
temporal coding, it is necessary to measure the trial-to-the average information across stimuli as a function of
bin size (Figure 4). If information increases as bin size trial correlation between the responses in different time
Figure 5. Influence of Stimulus-Independent
Correlations on Temporal Coding
(A) shows raster plots for the response of a
hypothetical neuron to two stimuli (X and Y)
across two time bins (t1 and t2). The four rows
of raster plots correspond to four different
presentations of the stimuli. In the upper set,
there are strong positive stimulus-indepen-
dent correlations between time bins (e.g., on
trials where there are more spikes in t1, there
tend to be more spikes in t2, so called “corre-
lated noise”). In the lower part, there are
strong negative correlations (e.g., on trials
where there are more spikes spikes in t1, there
tend to be fewer spikes in t2, “anti-correlated
noise”). Although the mean response across
trials for a given stimulus is equal for both
types of noise correlation (B), there is a large
difference in stimulus discriminability. Trials
in which the stimuli can be discriminated (the
spike pattern provides an unambiguous stimulus identification) are indicated by check marks in (A). For positive stimulus-independent
correlations, all eight trials are discriminable. For negative correlations, only two are discriminable and six trials are confusable (indicated by
question marks).
Stimulus Coding by Spike Timing
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Figure 6. Nature of the Timing Code
(A) Each of the terms in the series expansion
of the mutual information in spike timing (av-
eraged over all 106 cells) is shown separately.
The total (solid line) can largely be accounted
for by the time-varying firing rate (or PSTH,
dashed line). There is a smaller contribution
from stimulus-independent spike patterns
(dotted line) and a very small one from stimu-
lus-dependent spike patterns (dash-dotted
line). Bars denote SEM.
(B) Information in the first spike. Mutual infor-
mation in spike timing was computed using
only the first spike on each trial. Results were
averaged over all 106 cells and plotted as the dotted line. For convenience of comparison, the total information in spike timing, using all
spikes on each trial, is replotted (solid line), as is the time-varying firing component using all spikes (dashed line). Bars denote SEM.
bins. Any correlations that cannot be explained by inde- the total information in the spike train for 0–40 ms was
available in the time of the first spike alone. If only thependent firing can reflect the presence of characteristic
information-bearing spike patterns (such as bursts). second spike of the train was considered, 26% of the
information in the entire spike train was present. ForTwo distinct ways in which spike patterns can play a
role in stimulus coding have been suggested: (1) stimu- the third and fourth spikes, the values were 10% and
3%, respectively. Clearly, the bulk of the informationlus-dependent correlations and (2) stimulus-indepen-
dent correlations. In the first case, a neuron “tags” each was conveyed by the first spike. The fact that the total
information present when the spikes were consideredstimulus by firing a stimulus-specific spike pattern
(Abeles et al., 1993). Such patterns induce stimulus- individually exceeded 100% of that present in the full
spike train indicates that spikes subsequent to the firstdependent correlations that differ across stimuli and
thus always increase the information content. In the one were partially redundant. This observation empha-
sizes the significance of the first spike. Moreover, forsecond case, the coding is affected by interaction be-
tween the relative mean responses in different time bins. each time step in the 0–40 ms interval, the first spike
accounted for essentially all of the information in firingThis interaction takes the form of correlations across
stimuli (“signal correlation”) and correlations in the vari- rate modulation (Figure 6B). Hence, the only information-
bearing part of the PSTH was the response onset. Noteability around the mean response (“noise correlation”);
see Snippe (1996), Oram et al. (1998), Abbott and Dayan that it was not only the occurrence of the first spike (a
spike count code) that mattered, but also its time. Over(1999), and Panzeri and Schultz (2000). These concepts
are illustrated in Figure 5. The general principle is that the period 0–40 ms poststimulus, the timing of the first
spike carried 210% as much information as the simplewhen signal and noise correlations have the same sign,
information is degraded; when they have the opposite presence of a spike.
The large amount of information contained in individ-sign, it is enhanced.
By measuring not only the PSTH, but also the stimu- ual spikes is further highlighted in Figure 7, showing the
distribution, across all cells, of the average informationlus-dependent and stimulus-independent correlations
between pairs of spike times (see Experimental Proce- per spike within the first 10 ms after stimulus onset. The
neurons transmitted on average 1.59 6 0.1 bits/spikedures), our information estimation algorithm permits
these various types of temporal code to be teased apart. about which of the nine whiskers was stimulated. In the
The results of the analysis (averaged across the sample
of 106 neurons) are plotted in Figure 6A. We found that at
40 ms poststimulus onset, PSTH modulations conveyed
83% of the total information. However, there was also a
small but significant contribution (13.5%) from stimulus-
independent spike patterns. Interestingly, there was
very little contribution (3.5%) from stimulus-dependent
spike patterns. Individual rat somatosensory cortical
neurons appear to code stimulus location largely by
differences in time-varying firing rate. Spike patterns
play a smaller, synergistic role in a stimulus-indepen-
dent manner.
Information Transmitted by Single Spikes
How important is each individual spike? How many
spikes are necessary for accurate coding? To address Figure 7. Average Information per Spike
these questions, we compared the spike timing informa-
For a given time interval, the information per spike is the mutual
tion transmitted using all spikes after whisker deflection information in that interval divided by the trial-average spike count
on each trial to that using only the first, second, third, in that interval. This was computed for all 106 cells for the interval
0–10 ms relative to stimulus onset and shown as a histogram.or fourth spike, separately. The result was that 83% of
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previous figures, results were given in units of bits per ited sampling (see Experimental Procedures). On the
other hand, the advantage of the present series expan-bin; here they are in bits per spike. (The values in Figure
sion method (Panzeri et al., 1999; Panzeri and Schultz,7 are higher because the mean number of spikes across
2000) is that it permits coding mechanisms in singlestimuli in this time interval was typically low, 0.1 spikes/
neurons to be investigated more exhaustively than cantrial). Although the most informative spikes were those
be done with a neural network. Information analysis re-in the interval 0–10 ms poststimulus, high values were
vealed (1) the cardinal role of the first spike, which con-also obtained for other response intervals (e.g., 1.28
tained 83% of total spike train information; (2) the rela-bits/spike for 0–15 ms, 1.16 bits/spike for 0–20 ms).
tively small role played by multispike patterns in singleInformation measures always depend on the stimulus
neurons; (3) the very high average information contentset; an expanded stimulus set may inflate the informa-
per spike; and (4) the high precision of the temporaltion per spike values. To evaluate this factor, we calcu-
code—at least 2.5 ms.lated the information per spike for stimulus sets con-
We investigated the role of spike patterns in codingtaining different numbers of whiskers. Reducing the
stimulus positions and found that complex, single neu-stimulus set to two whiskers (D2 and a nonprincipal one)
rons spike pattern play a much less critical (though syn-yielded values of 0.7 bits/spike in the 0–10 ms poststimu-
ergistic) role than the first spike. This result is consistentlus window, where 1 bit/spike would be the physical
with recent findings obtained with dynamic stimuli inmaximum.
the fly visual system (Brenner et al., 2000).The overall analysis thus demonstrates that the first
How many neurons in barrel-column D2 must be sam-spike emitted after whisker deflection was not only the
pled for reliable decoding of stimulus location? On themost informative spike in the train but also that it coded
admittedly coarse assumption that neurons code stimu-stimulus position very efficiently and reliably. The finding
lus location independently, we can make a simple esti-was true even when the considered stimulus set was
mate. Consider the problem of discriminating whiskersmall.
D2 from any other whisker: this is a stimulus set with two
elements, D2 and “not D2”. The average neuron suppliedDiscussion
0.11 bits of mutual information about this stimulus set
in the period 0–40 ms poststimulus onset. Since perfectIn recent years, there have been a number of convincing
discrimination requires 21/9log1/9 2 8/9log8/9 5 0.5demonstrations of sensory encoding by the timing of
bits, 5 “average” neurons are necessary. While popula-individual spikes (Rieke et al., 1997; Borst and Theunis-
tion recordings should be used to check for effects ofsen, 1999). These studies have considered dynamic
redundancy or synergy, it is nevertheless clear that astimuli with a complex variation across time and have
very small number of neurons per column can be suffi-shown that highly precise spike timing can serve to code
cient to support stimulus localization. Moreover, sincewhen certain features within the stimulus occur (Ruyter
the average number of spikes per trial fired by one neu-van Steveninck et al., 1997; Buracas et al., 1998; Reina-
ron in the period 0–40 ms was 0.33, the implication isgel and Reid, 2000). However, it has remained unclear
that the number of spikes necessary for reliable perfor-
whether spatial stimulus features, not defined by tempo-
mance is 1.5. Although this is only a first approximation,
ral properties, might also be encoded by the timing of
the inevitable conclusion is that small numbers of spikes
individual spikes. Here, we have provided quantitative
are capable of contributing to robust stimulus represen-
evidence that the timing of single spikes—in particular tation. This idea is consistent with recent work on a
the first stimulus-evoked spike—can also be informative variety of sensory systems from fly (Bialek et al., 1991)
about where a stimulus has occurred. Previous informa- to primate (Thorpe et al., 1996; Buracas et al., 1998;
tion theoretic studies reported evidence of temporal en- Reinagel and Reid, 2000).
coding of static visual stimuli by single units in the mam- A limitation of studies such as the present one is
malian cortex, but only in long response windows that they only reveal what information is available in
typically containing many spikes, and with coarse preci- the neuronal responses. How the nervous system might
sion (in the range of 25–50 ms) (Heller et al., 1995; Victor make use of the available information is a separate issue.
and Purpura, 1998). Two specific questions are relevant. First, how rapidly
A recent study (Ghazanfar et al., 2000) considered is the encoded information actually integrated? At 10
coding of whisker location in rat S1 and thalamus. In- ms poststimulus, the information in spike timing is only
stead of using an information theoretic approach, the 10% greater than that in spike count. At 40 ms the total
authors trained an artificial neural network to recon- information is 225% higher than at 10 ms, and 44% of
struct stimulus location, using spike trains simultane- this is due to spike timing. It would be interesting to
ously recorded across a population of z30 neurons as know which information is truly utilized by the cortex—
input. They found that the fraction of trials in which the the earliest available signal or the more reliable, later
reconstruction was correct increased as the size of the signal. The second question is whether the latency sig-
time bins decreased to 6 ms, implying that there was a nal, which we have shown to be extremely informative,
contribution of temporal coding beyond the total spike can be decoded by the cortex. Unlike the experimenter,
count. Ghazanfar et al. also reported that disrupting the rat has no independent information about when each
correlations between neurons in the ensemble de- stimulus occurred. Hence, the animal itself cannot know
creased coding accuracy. The advantage of their that the latency on a particular trial was 5 ms as opposed
method is that it permits statements to be made about to 10 ms, for example. In reply to this point, we note
coding across large neuronal populations: this is very that the timing information can be decoded, in principle,
by neurons with input from multiple columns. Considerdifficult with information theory due to the issue of lim-
Stimulus Coding by Spike Timing
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shape and amplitude using a custom template-matching algorithm.stimulation of whiskers D1 and D2. Whisker D1 evokes a
Typically, 1–2 single units were discriminated per electrode.short latency response in barrel D1 and a longer latency
Individual whiskers were stimulated 3 mm from their base by aresponse in barrel D2, while whisker D2 evokes the oppo- piezoelectric wafer (Morgan Matroc, Bedford, OH) that was con-
site sequence. Thus, without knowledge of when the trolled by a voltage pulse generator (A.M.P.I., Jerusalem). The stimu-
stimulus occurred, whisker identity can be decoded by lus was an up-down step function of 80 mm amplitude and 100 ms
duration, delivered once per second, 50 times for each vibrissa. Thecomparing the order in which the two barrels become
stimulated vibrissae were C1–3, D1–3, and E1–3.active. Information in spike timing is hence decodable
from relative latencies, a very simple temporal popula-
Data Analysistion code.
In order to quantify how units code stimulus location, we applied
The importance of such encoding would be para- information theoretic methods. Mutual information (Shannon, 1948)
mount in situations where the specific site of peripheral quantifies how well an ideal observer of neuronal responses can
receptor activation guides the animal’s behavior. Rats discriminate between all the different stimulus locations (S), based
on a single response trial:navigate and localize objects using their whiskers (Hut-
son and Masterton, 1986; Brecht et al., 1997), and such
I(S;R) 5 7o
r
P(r u s)log2
P(r u s)
P(r) 8s, (1)behaviors rely upon somatosensory cortical processing
(Hutson and Masterton, 1986; Hurwitz et al., 1990; Bar-
where P(r u s) is the conditional probability of observing a neuronalneoud et al., 1991; Pazos et al., 1995). Indeed, in some
response r given a deflection of whisker s, P(r) is the unconditional
conditions the position of a stimulated whisker can gov- probability of response r (the average of P(r | s) across stimuli), and
ern behavioral outcome (Harris et al., 1999). Spike timing ,….s denotes an average across stimuli weighted by the probabil-
could contribute to the speed and reliability of the corti- ity P(s) of deflecting whisker s.
The mutual information can be considered as a weighted averagecal representation of peripheral events.
of the following stimulus-specific contributions:In general, many important features of the natural en-
vironment—the spatial structure of a visual scene, for
I(s;R) 5 o
r
P(r u s)log2
P(r u s)
P(r)
. (2)example—are characterized by static rather than tem-
poral properties. Use of the temporal dimension to en-
The quantity I(s; R) above measures how “far apart” the conditional
code nontemporal stimulus features, as appears to oc- response probability P(r u s) is from the unconditional response
cur in barrel cortex, could contribute to the information probability P(r). Hence, it quantifies how well an ideal observer can
discriminate whether a specific stimulus s occurred, based on thecarrying capacities of sensory cortex.
neuronal response on a single trial. Using conventional terminology
(Borst and Theunissen, 1999), we refer to I(s; R) in Equation 2 as
the stimulus-specific information. Note that this quantity has alsoExperimental Procedures
been referred to as the stimulus-specific surprise (DeWeese and
Meister, 1999).Electrophysiology
Methodology is described in detail by Lebedev et al. (2000). All To calculate neuronal responses, we considered a time window
0–T ms after the onset of whisker deflection. In calculating the infor-procedures conformed to NIH and international standards concern-
ing the use of experimental animals. Twenty-two adult male Wistar mation conveyed only by the total spike count, the response r was
computed as the number of spikes emitted in this time window onrats weighing z350 g were used. Anesthesia was induced by ure-
thane (1.5 g/kg body weight, i.p.). The subject was placed in a one trial. To study information conveyed by spike timing, we divided
the spike train into bins of size Dt, so that each possible spike trainstereotactic apparatus (Narishige, Tokyo) and left somatosensory
cortex exposed by a 4 mm diameter craniotomy. Body temperature is a binary “word” of length T/Dt.
In practice, the probabilities in the above formulae must be esti-was maintained near 37.58C and, during the recording session, anes-
thetic depth was held at a consistent depth by monitoring hindpaw mated from a limited number of experimental trials N. This can lead
to a significant upward bias in the mutual information given bywithdrawal, corneal reflex, and respiration rate.
At the end of the experiment, subjects were perfused with saline Equation 1. Suppose that a neuron fires in a purely noisy way,
irrespective of which stimulus occurs (zero mutual information). Thisfollowed by 4% paraformaldehyde. After postfixation in 20% su-
crose, a flattened slab of neocortex was frozen, cut into 40 mm means that the true underlying probabilities P(r u s) will be the same
for all s. Conversely, a neuron which fires selectively to certaintangential sections, and processed to label nitric oxide synthase
activity (Valtschanoff et al., 1993) in order to visualize barrel-columns stimuli (and does carry information) will have nonuniform P(r u s): it
will be high for some stimuli and low for others. When we estimatein layer IV. To determine the columnar location of sampled neurons,
electrode penetration sites were identified relative to the histological the set of P(r u s) for the noisy neuron from a limited sample of
experimental trials, our estimates of P(r u s) will necessarily fluctuatesections.
An array of six tungsten electrodes, arranged either as a single around their true values. Thus, the estimated P(r u s) will be nonuni-
form, as if the neuron was genuinely information bearing, and therow or as a 2 3 3 matrix, with 300 6 50 mm horizontal separation
between adjacent electrode tips, was advanced into the cortical estimated mutual information will be above zero. The magnitude of
the bias depends on the number of trials. As N increases, the esti-barrel field, focused on barrel-column D2. Typically, 1–2 electrodes
penetrated barrel D2. The whole array was advanced in 100 mm mated probabilities become more accurate, and the bias in the
mutual information decreases. A precise expression for the bias hassteps, and an effort was made to sample recording sites throughout
the depth of cortex. Nonetheless, the great majority of neurons were been calculated mathematically, which is accurate provided that N
is at least the number of different possible responses (Panzeri andlikely to have been located between 300–950 mm, the depths at
which thalamic axons from the ventral posterior medial nucleus Treves 1996; Golomb et al., 1997). The formula can be used to
improve the accuracy of empirical information measurements: giventerminate (Lu and Lin, 1993). Since the methodology did not permit
us to register electrode depth with accuracy better than about 100 the number of trials available in a particular experiment, the ex-
pected bias can be calculated and subtracted from the raw estimatemm, we did not attempt to classify single neurons according to
laminar position. of the mutual information. In the present case, the maximum number
of spikes observed in 0–100 ms was 9. Thus, the number of differentNeuronal activity was amplified and band-pass filtered in the
range 300–7500 Hz. Action potentials were digitized at 25 KHz, 32 spike counts was 10 (spike counts 0–9), and the information in the
total spike count was well sampled with 50 trials. For spike timing,points per waveform, time-stamped with 0.1 ms precision (Data-
wave, Boulder, CO), and stored on a Pentium PC for offline analysis. response words of only length 4–5 could be considered by the brute
force use of Equations 1 and 2.Single-unit action potentials were discriminated by differences in
Neuron
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We were able to improve on this temporal precision by using a brute force use of Equation 1, for time windows in which the latter
was well sampled (40 ms time window for binsize 10 ms, and 20time series expansion method (Panzeri et al., 1999; Panzeri and
Schultz, 2000) that expresses the mutual information as an infinite ms for binsize 5 ms) and found agreement to within 1.5%. Last, to
check the accuracy of the series expansion for spike counts, weseries in the time window T. The order zero term depends only on
the PSTH. The first order term additionally depends on pairwise compared the information computed in this way to that for the brute
force use of Equation 1 for spike counts. We found agreement tocorrelations between spike times. Higher order terms introduce de-
pendencies on successively higher order correlations. The key is within 0.5% for each time step up to 100 ms poststimulus. The
above tests show that our findings are consistent and robust acrossthat low firing rates, as found in rat somatosensory cortex, restrict
the potential complexity of the neuronal code, making the series different information methods and that the series expansion meth-
ods are accurate in the present case. The results reported here allaccurate even when curtailed at second order. Since only the PSTH
and pairwise correlations must be estimated from the experimental use the series expansion methods.
data, limited sampling is less of a problem than it is with brute force
use of Equations 1 and 2. In our case, response words of length Acknowledgments
8–9 could be considered.
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